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Galería Helga de Alvear is pleased to announce a joint exhibition of Thomas Demand and Miriam 
Böhm. Both artists present photographic works that hide a sculptural process in paper behind. 
Meanwhile Demand´s images are narrative, relating his photos to a specific story, Böhm relies on 
textures, lines, and volumes of a more abstract work.    
 
 
THOMAS DEMAND 
 
 
Thomas Demand´s (Munich 1964) process consists of the production of 3D paper maquettes of his 
idea and understanding of a place. Once he has what he calls a “valid sculpture” in life size, he 
photographs it, often challenging angles and unseen interiors. Demand always destroys the paper 
installation leaving the large scale and full colour photographic work as the only trace of the whole 
process.  
 
His work is inspired by daily news and often relates to pre-existing press images, showing scenes of 
cultural or political relevance. He builds the compositions in his photographs through images from his 
subconscious that he gives form, stopping when it comes too close to reality.  
  
At Galería Helga de Alvear, Demand is showing a series of photographs related to diverse stories 
and themes. The idea of crossing boarders is present throughout the photographs Sidegate, Patio 
and Hole, which are influenced by the concept of fraud and crime. Sidegate represents the entrance 
of Nakoula Basseley´s home in California; he is branded as anti-Islamic and has been sent to jail 
several times for fraud. Patio shows the hiding place of Whitey Bulger, an Irish-American convicted 
murderer and a former organized crime boss. Hole represents the hole made by Texan smugglers to 
escape the authorities. 
 
The work Sign, a signboard where two hands embracing each other to symbolize friendship among 
people through consumerism. This original image was used at the 1939-40 New York’s World Fair. 
His series on the Matisse Studio at the Hotel Regina in Nice, shows details of the artist's studio. The 
works Cutting and Atelier give the impression that Thomas Demand snuck in his studio as Matisse 
worked in his cut-outs. Parkett shows the brightness of this space through the reflection of a tree in 
the wooden floor. The Blossoms, show in detail the ephemeral cherrytrees in springtime. In this 
series, Demand uses the printing technique used by Eggelston, which gives texture and uniqueness 
to each of the images. 
 
Thomas Demand studied at the art academies in Munich and in Düsseldorf and at Goldsmiths 
College, University of London. His work has been shown extensively across the world and is 
included in most of the significant private and institutional collection.  Recent exhibitions include: 
Latent Forms, Sprüth Magers, London (2015); Daily Shown, The Common Guild in Glasgow (2015); 
Modell Studien, Stiftung Insel Hombroich, Raketenstation Hombroich (2015); Pacific Sun, Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art (2015); Model Studies, Graham Foundation, Chicago (2013); 
Animations, Des Moines Art Center, Des Moines, IA. (2012); Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo 
(2012); Nationalgalerie, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin (2009); Presidency Embassy, Museum 
Moderner Kunst, Stiftung Ludwig, Vienna (2009); Museum of Modern Art, New York (2005).  
Thomas Demand lives and works in Berlin and Los Angeles (California).  
 

	  
 
 



 
	  

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
MIRIAM BÖHM  
 
To Miriam Böhm (Germany 1972), a photograph is not just an end result, but can also be an integral 
part of the work of as an object. Photography is not just about photography, but about how we look at 
photography. In its lack of associative power, Böhm´s imaginery is almost anti-referential. She 
literally constructs a context and condition for images to be physically experienced.  
 
 
Printing and reprinting is at the core of Böhm´s process and the conceptual anchor of her aesthetic 
project. It becomes a counterpoint to the widespread rematerialization of our experience of images to 
screen spaces. In the context of digitization, an insistence on the print risks becoming a nostalgic 
exploration of the loss ushered in by the rapid cycling of technology and obsolescence. For Böhm, a 
rich material relationship with photography and the physicality of the print becomes a way to focus 
the viewer´s attention on viewing itself.  
          Author: Matthew Thompson 
 
 
Miriam Böhm studied at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna and Rijksakademie van beeldende 
kunsten in Amsterdam. Recent solo exhibitions include: Before In Front, Ratio 3, San Francisco 
(2014); Display, Wentrup, Berlín (2011); Inventory, Ratio 3, San Francisco (2010) and Agency & 
Miriam Böhm, Front Room, Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis (2010).  
She lives and works in Mannheim and Berlin.  
 
 
Böhms work has been shown worlwide in group exhibitions: Skeptische Fotografie, Kunstmuseum 
Bochum (2015); Einknicken oder Kante zeigen? Die Kunst der Faltung, Kunstraum Alexander 
Bürkle, Freiburg (2015); The Rudin Prize for Emerging Photographers, Norton Museum of Art, West 
Palm Beach, Florida (2014); Einknicken oder Kante zeigen? Die Kunst der Faltung, Museum für 
Konkrete Kunst, Ingolstadt (2014-2015); Dublin Doubles, Voorkamer in Broadcast Gallery, Dublin 
(2013); Chambres à Part VI: Trajectoires Poétiques / Trajectories Politiques, LDAC, Paris (2012); 
Out Riding Feet, Harris Lieberman, New York (2008). Recent solo exhibitions include: Before In 
Front, Ratio 3, San Francisco (2014); Display, Wentrup, Berlin (2011); Inventory, Ratio 3, San 
Francisco (2010) and Agency & Miriam Böhm, Front Room, Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis 
(2010).  
          

	  	  
  
 
 


